Lightning Experience Readiness Check Overview

Break through to the next level of productivity.

We know that Lightning will take your business to the next level. How do we know? We just did a study of 500+ Salesforce customers who made the move to Lightning, and they saw an average 41% increase in productivity.

You read that right: that’s like adding three hours to every day, fifteen hours to every week for every Salesforce user at your company.

Ready. Set. Step up to Lightning.

It all begins with the Lightning Experience Readiness Check. This is a one-click assessment and planning tool that prepares a step-by-step guide for up-leveling your company with Lightning.

As the process gets under way, the readiness check will help you identify which users are ready for Lightning Experience now, so they can be used in a pilot, and help you understand the value of rolling out Lightning to your whole team. Best of all, you’ll be able to maintain complete control at every step, managing who gets access to Lightning, the order in which they get that access, whether they have the option to switch back to Classic and more.

Make the move to Lightning now.
Run the Lightning Experience Readiness Check. It’s only a click, and you won’t regret it!
As you make the move to Lightning, we'll be here to support you at every step:

1. **LIGHTNING EXPERIENCE READINESS CONSULTATION**
   Attend a consultation with a Lightning expert and a very small group of other Salesforce customers considering the transition. These sessions are interactive discussions where we’ll review some rollout strategies and answer questions specific to your rollout. Once you complete the Readiness Check you can sign up for the Readiness Consultation.

2. **OFFICE HOURS**
   These Q&A forums will help address topics such as JavaScript Buttons, Visual Force pages, Lightning Only feature configuration, change management and much more.

3. **ACCELERATOR PROGRAMS***
   These helpful programs include Lightning Configuration Quickstart, Lightning Configuration & Customization, Sales Cloud Lightning Art of the Possible, and many others. *Accelerator programs are available for Salesforce Premier customers.

With Lightning Experience, we completely rethought the way you interact with Salesforce, to help you get more done with every click. Powerful new features include Lightning Console Apps, Lightning Dialer, and Salesforce Einstein. And a whole lot more!

“Other groups can’t wait to move to Lightning. They know their experience is going to get so much better.”

MARY OLSON FAJIMI, SENIOR SALESFORCE ADMIN, US AUTO SALES

---

If you’ve been waiting for the right time to make a move, this is it.
We have added a lot since we Launched Lightning in 2015. And more is coming with every release!

“We saved 43% in development costs by building it right the first time on Sales Cloud Lightning.”

BRAD KELLEY, AVP OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, ELEMENTS FINANCIAL

---

Make the move to Lightning now.
Run the Lightning Experience Readiness Check. It’s only a click, and you won’t regret it!